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Wage growth is being held back
by political decisions and the
Trump administration is on the
wrong side of key debates
Report • By Josh Bivens • August 27, 2019

The fact that the unemployment rate has averaged 3.8% over the past year (its lowest 12-month average
since 1970) might make one think that times are flush for American workers and that there is widespread
agreement that the U.S. economy is being well managed by elected officials. But while times are better for
workers today than they were 10, five, or even three years ago, a crucial ingredient for workers’ well-
being—faster-growing wage growth—still hasn’t appeared. This wage failure might be why the public
seems unwilling to give President Trump (and his Republican supporters in Congress) credit as good
economic managers despite today’s low unemployment rate. In fact, the president and his supporters in
Congress are responsible for a number of policy decisions that will reliably harm workers’ future prospects
for wage growth.1
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Decent wage growth doesn’t just
happen—policymakers have to make it
a priority
Broadly speaking, typical workers need two things for a chance at decent wage growth
over the long run: (1) tight labor markets where employers go begging for workers rather
than vice versa, and (2) policy institutions that mitigate the huge power imbalance that
gives employers an inherent advantage when bargaining over wages with workers.

Today, the labor market is tight by many measures, and that’s a major policy win—but it’s a
victory that President Trump and his allies had next to nothing to do with. Further, even
given today’s signs of labor market tightness, wage growth has not durably accelerated
out of post–Great Recession doldrums.

This failure of wages to get in gear should tell us three things: (1) there remains room for
unemployment to fall even further;2 (2) policy and labor market institutions have been
turned decisively against most workers’ ability to bargain effectively for wage increases;3

and (3) if we don’t reorient these policies and institutions to support wage growth, workers
will have to rely solely on high-pressure labor markets to see raises in the future—but
these high-pressure labor markets have been the exception and not the rule for most of
the time in recent decades.4 Policymakers who don’t address these concerns—like
President Trump—are no friend to workers.

Tight labor markets are a necessary
condition for decent wage growth
By far the strongest hand President Trump has to play in claiming credit for a decent
economy is today’s low unemployment rate. But there is no serious policy case that would
justify this claim. To see why, let’s take a step back and look at what causes the
unemployment rate to rise and fall.

The unemployment rate is driven by the interplay between aggregate demand (spending
by households, businesses, and governments) and the economy’s productive capacity (the
size of its labor force and capital stock). As spending rises, firms’ hiring grows. If firms’
demand for workers rises faster than the labor force grows, this reduces the
unemployment rate. When spending falls (as during recessions), firms’ hiring slows or even
contracts, even as the labor force holds steady, and this leads to rising unemployment
rates. Roughly speaking, the potential labor force and other measures of the economy’s
productive capacity rise slowly and steadily over time (driven by influences like
demography and the pace of technological change), while economywide spending can
change sharply from quarter to quarter. This means that rising and falling unemployment
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can be entirely explained by the pace of spending growth.

An analogy might help here: Think of the economy as a person and the pace of spending
growth as calories. If spending rises too quickly, the danger is that the economy could
become unhealthily overweight—manifesting as accelerating inflation. If spending rises
too slowly, the danger is that the economy could become unhealthily
undernourished—manifesting as rising unemployment. Beginning in the 1970s, economists
thought the primary danger facing the U.S. economy was that it would become
overweight, so the main job of policymakers was to keep the economy’s spending on a
diet. In the decades before the Great Recession, this worry often led the Federal Reserve
to raise interest rates and cut recoveries short in the name of avoiding too-fast growth that
would cause inflation.

This excess fear of too-fast spending growth led the Fed to keep unemployment higher
than it needed to be to be to keep inflation in check.5 Essentially, the Fed kept the
economy on an unhealthy starvation diet for extended periods in the 1980s and 1990s.
The resulting excess unemployment was a major contributor to the growing wedge
between economywide productivity and typical workers’ pay—a wedge that is the root
cause of the dramatic rise in inequality over this time.6

In Figure A, we divide the years from 1949–2017 into three groups: the 17 years with the
lowest unemployment rates, the 17 years with the highest unemployment rates, and the
remaining 34 years, in which unemployment rates are somewhere in the middle. We then
calculate the degree to which productivity exceeded pay growth, on average, during each
of those three groups of years. The results are clear: In the low unemployment years,
productivity just slightly exceeded pay growth; in the medium unemployment years, the
gap was significantly larger; and for the highest unemployment years, the gap was very
large.

Today’s 3.7% unemployment rate is very good news in one respect: It indicates that we are
at least not starving the U.S. economy of needed spending. That’s a good start! But there
are two other crucial things to note about this low unemployment: It is not President
Trump’s doing, and it is not sufficient for American workers’ long-run economic security.

Today’s low unemployment rate is the
result of progressive political
movements—not Trump’s decisions
Today’s low unemployment rate is not due to anything President Trump has done since he
took office. Instead, the low unemployment rate is essentially the continuation of a trend
inherited by the Trump administration, with unemployment falling steadily in each year
since 2010.

The remarkable thing about this trend is that the Federal Reserve broke sharply with past
practice and never decisively stopped it in the name of guarding against possible inflation.
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Figure A When unemployment is low, pay growth keeps pace
with productivity
Average annual difference between productivity growth and pay growth by
years grouped into low, medium, or high unemployment, 1949–2017

Notes: Bars represent average annual difference between productivity growth and growth in hourly pay
for typical workers for years with the highest, lowest, and medium unemployment rates from 1949 to 2017.
Lowest unemployment group includes the 17 years with the lowest rates of unemployment in the 68-year
sample, highest unemployment group includes the 17 years with the highest rates of unemployment in the
sample, and medium unemployment group includes the 34 remaining years in the sample. The growth of
the productivity–pay gap is highlighted in EPI’s productivity–pay tracker (epi.org/productivity-pay-gap).

Source: EPI analysis of unpublished Total Economy Productivity data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics
(BLS) Labor Productivity and Costs program, wage data from BLS Current Employment Statistics, BLS
Employment Cost Trends, BLS Consumer Price Index, Bureau of Economic Analysis National Income and
Product Accounts, and BLS Current Population Survey public data
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In fact, the Fed refrained from raising interest rates even when unemployment dipped two
full percentage points beneath estimates of the lowest sustainable unemployment rate
made within the past decade.7

Why didn’t the Fed ever step in to keep unemployment from falling this low? Two reasons.
First, progressive economists who have been arguing for years that unemployment was
being kept at excess levels finally began persuading many of their peers, and the
professional consensus on how the Fed should respond to very low unemployment
decisively changed.8 The last Fed decision on interest rates, in July 2019, makes this point:
The Fed cut rates with unemployment below 4%. This would have been unimaginable
anytime before 2016. In the late 1980s, for example, the Fed began sharply raising rates
when the unemployment rate hit 5.7%, while in 2004 they began raising rates when it hit
5.5%.

Second, a group of progressive organizers and advocacy groups representing workers
and low-income communities decided to make influencing the Fed a primary effort. The
result of this decision was the creation of the Fed Up campaign.9 The group started off by
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crashing the Kansas City Fed’s annual economic policy symposium in Jackson Hole,
Wyoming, in August 2014.10 In subsequent years at the Jackson Hole conference, they
organized a shadow conference, and then were invited to meet with Fed officials.11 The
campaign was spectacularly successful in making policymakers realize that the Fed’s
decisions should not be seen as the utterly neutral work of technocrats, but instead as
changes that had strong distributional consequences. In short, these decisions were
political, in the largest sense of the word, affecting who got what and how much in the
American economy.

The economy’s relatively sufficient diet of calories today is almost entirely the result of
these progressive efforts at influencing the Fed, and has essentially nothing to do with
decisions made by President Trump or Congress in the past two years. In fact, as the Fed
is deeply protective of its institutional independence and hugely reluctant to be seen
caving to short-term political pressure, Trump’s constant public demands for interest rate
cuts to help his reelection prospects have only made it harder for the Fed to keep
monetary policy supportive of ever-lower unemployment.

We need to take bosses’ thumbs off the
scale when wages are set
Having a well-fed economy that generates low unemployment is a great start. But we
know that eating enough calories is a necessary but not sufficient condition for health. And
for most American workers, the additional ingredients needed for economic health are
policy measures that help balance the inherent asymmetry that characterizes bargaining
over pay with their employers. A growing body of economic evidence has demonstrated
that employers wield considerable leverage over workers when they bargain—either
explicitly or implicitly—over pay.12

Some of this leverage is just inherent in the transaction of exchanging labor for pay: When
a bargain fails, the worker will go without any earnings until a new job is found and a new
deal is struck. For employers, the failed deal is far less damaging, since the firm’s income
won’t fall to zero so long as there are other workers. Further, every potential labor market
match that fails because employers refuse to pay higher wages actually serves a useful
purpose for these employers, demonstrating their resolve to other workers that the firm
will not budge on pay.

Throughout the twentieth century, a number of policies and institutions were created to
help rectify this imbalance, collective bargaining and minimum wages being key among
them. But these institutions have been under steady attack from conservative
policymakers for decades. Worse, new institutions that intentionally disempower workers
have sprung up: These include noncompete agreements that keep workers from finding
new work in their chosen field if they quit their current employer, forced arbitration
agreements that cut off workers’ access to the courts if their employer violates their rights,
the misclassification of employees as independent contractors, no-poaching clauses that
keep franchise owners from hiring each others’ workers, explicit employer cartels that fix
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pay and forbid competing over workers, and an immigration policy framework aimed at
depriving large swaths of the workforce from exercising their basic rights as workers.13

This long-run attack on workers’ relative bargaining position helps explain both the rise in
inequality and the relatively muted response of wage growth to recent low unemployment
rates. Figure B shows actual growth of nominal wages as well as a regression-generated
prediction of wage growth given the unemployment rate and the expected pace of
inflation. Essentially the regression uses contemporaneous data on unemployment and
expected inflation and then uses this data to predict wage growth given historical
relationships between these variables. The regression, however, is run only on years
before 2008, so it is predicting wage growth based on pre-2008 relationships between
unemployment and wage growth.

As the figure shows, the forecast predicts wage growth very well before the Great
Recession—with predicted wage growth nearly identical to actual wage growth in all
quarters. From 2009 and 2011, however, given very high unemployment and very low
inflation, the forecast predicted much slower wage growth than actually happened. This is
almost surely due to downward nominal wage rigidity—the fact that employers and
employees strongly prefer to not see nominal wage cuts. More importantly for the present
argument, however, is the last couple of years in the figure, where predicted wage growth
is strongly above actual wage growth. This provides some empirical validation for the
theory that recent years’ low unemployment is generating abnormally low rates of wage
growth.

Broadly shared wage growth will only
happen when policymakers make it a
priority even in the face of fierce
opposition
The recipe for generating wage growth for most workers is not complicated: Keep
unemployment low for long periods, and make institutions work for, not against, workers’
bargaining leverage. But it is a recipe that requires the beneficiaries of the era of rising
inequality to accept less, and that makes it politically challenging. A heavy political lift like
this requires being cleareyed about who our allies and enemies in this effort are. On this
point, the evidence is clear that President Trump and Congress have expended no real
effort in helping generate wage growth for most workers, but have done plenty that will
make it harder for workers to see wage gains in the future.14 Essentially, the current
leadership has had the good luck to preside over a preexisting favorable trend and to be
governing when the Fed made a major policy adjustment. At the same time, they have
worked feverishly to further undercut workers’ leverage in labor markets. It’s amazing—but
true—that the net effect of the past 30 months—even with the unemployment rate below
4.5% for nearly all of this time—will actually end up being damaging for wage growth in the
future.
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Figure B Wage growth following the Great Recession was
surprisingly strong for a few years, but has become
surprisingly weak
Predicted nominal wage changes and actual nominal wage changes, 1979–2018

Notes: Predicted nominal wage changes are obtained from a regression of nominal wage changes on
expected inflation and the unemployment rate for the years 1979–2007. The predicted nominal wage
changes from this regression fit very tightly with actual nominal changes until the immediate post–Great
Recession period (shaded in the figure).

Sources: Unemployment rates are from the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Current Population Survey and
wages are the average hourly earnings of production and nonsupervisory workers from BLS Current
Employment Statistics.
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